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The Concept of the Village in Swedish
Archaeology

Jan-Henrik Fall gren

In thi» paper the S wedish concept ol' "by" (village) will be treated. Iron Agc settlements

will he treated from a historical pcrspcctive, the starting point lor the discussion being

arch;reological and historical sources Irom Öland. The notion that single I';rrms were the

sole form of settlement during the said period will he seriously called into question.

,lan-Herrril Fa//grerr. Deparrmerri o/ Ar clrrreology, G«ri&rviarrrrm, Ulrpsal&r U&rit er siry,

S-7S.3 l0 Up/r&&l/a, Sn'«l&r&l.

I NTRODUCTION

Today it is a common notion among scholars

of Swedish settlement history that settlement

during the Iron Age solely consisted of single

farms, and the existence of larger prehistoric
settlements has persistently been denied, no

matter which part of the country has been

studied. The reason this opinion has become
established is connected with a debate that

took place between archaeologists and human

geographers in the sixties and seventies (sum-

marized by Dahlbäck 1977& and later in Bro-

berg 1990:24f). In this paper I will raise ob-

jections to this notion from several angles,
and call attention to the 1'laws in the above-

mentioned debate, referring to the arguments

ofboth archaeologi sts and human geograph ers.

As a starting point for and an illustration to

my argumentation I will use both archaeolog-
ical and historical sources from Öland. This

source material will also be used to illuminate

the similarities and differences between pre-

historic and historical villages& thereby re-

vealing the changes in settlement, and also

some of the reasons for these changes. Fur-

thermore, the examples from Öland will be

compared with prehistoric villages from other

parts of Sweden, Scandinavia and continental

Europe. I will also compare my material with

historical villages of various appearance and

content. All in all& one could call this a sort of
village morphological comparison in ti me and

space.

A» shown by the title the concept of "by"
itself' will be examined, and I will also make

an attempt to establish a more clearcut defini-

tion of the Swedish notion of the word, This is

important, partly because it was never done

during the aforementioned debate, and partly

to make it easier to classify remains of build-

ings in the future, by applying this definition

to both prehistoric and historical material.

Thus it will be easier to make a classification
of settlements of different appearances and

traditions dating from the same period.
The most important deficiency in the above-

mentioned debate i» precisely that the concept
of "by" was never defined or analysed when

discussing single farms versus villages, and

the age of the so-called "bybildning" (forma-
tion of villages). This can partly clarify the

different points of view and also largely ex-

plain why there is still today a difficulty in

explaining the reason for the so-called "by-
bildning" or its position in time.

THE SETTLEMENT DEBATE:

A BRIEF SURVEY

The difference of opinion between the archae-

ologists and human & eographers who partici-

pated in the debate mainly concerned the

point in time when the "bybildnin&r" occurred,
and the reason for it. Concerning the point in

time. it was argued by archaeologists that the

"bybildning" had not occurred until during
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the Middle Ages, since the Late Iron Age
cemeteries in Mälardalen were generally con-
sidered too small to represent buried village
populations. This opinion was first presented
by Björn Ambrosiani (1964:205ff). This in-
terpretation applied to the eastern part of
Mälardalen, but later it came to be largely
accepted among students of settlement histo-

ry in various parts of the country. Åke Hyen-
strand, who made quantitative analyses of the
registered ancient monuments of Mälardalen,
believed that he could conlirm the hypothesis
of Ambrosiani concerning a settlement struc-
ture consisting solely of single farms during
the Late Iron Age. He widened the hypothesis
so that it came to relate to the entire of Mälar-
dalen and its surrounding areas (Hyenstrand
1974:31f). Strangely enough, the so called
"units of origin" from the Early Iron Age
there, by the same argumentation, were not
considered to have constituted vi l lages.

Earlier the common opinion among Swed-
ish archaeologists and ethnologists had been
that the village constituted the original Iron
Age form of settlement (e.g. Lindqvist
1935:121;Erixon 1952), which was an as-
sumption not confirmed by empirical studies,
Iron Age settlement being largely uninvesti-
gated. When it comes to this part of the coun-
try it still is. The notion of single farms being
the sole form of settlement spread among
scholars, and therefore came to relate to Swe-
den as a whole.

A few exceptions can be found among
those who studied the conditions of the cen-
tral parts ol' Sweden (Baudou 1965, Johnsen-
Welinder k Welinder 1973), but these works
have not had the same impact as the above-
mentioned opinion. It must here be pointed
out that none of these interpretations were
based on studies of remains of building», only
on grave remains.

Human geographers had dated the "by-
bildning" in Central Sweden to some time
between the seventh century and the Viking
Age (Helmlrid 1962:168ff; Hannerberg
1977:423 ff; Lindquist 1968:46ff; Sporrong
1971:170ff).The results were based on stud-

ies of' old maps and fossilized fields, and
datings rested on metrological studies and
C14-tests.

The differences of opinion were just as
great concerning the explanation to the "by-
bildning" and the way it actually took place.
Archaeologists clai med that it could only have
resulted from the division of farmsteads that
took place after the end of the prehistoric
period (e.g. Ambrosiani op. cit. , Hyenstrand
op. cit.).Human geographers, in opposition to
this view, claimed that the "bybildning" re-
sulted from an Iron Age converging of sepa-
rate farms to a common regulated village, this
moving together being caused by the intro-
duction of the twofield system (Hannerberg
op. cit. , Helmfrid op. cit. , Lindquist op. cit. ,

Sporrong op. cit.). Agricultural changes were
seen by human geographers as the main drive
behind changes in settlements, in this case the
creation of villages.

The regulated village is a key concept in

the discussion below. When speaking about a
village, it was a regulated village that was
meant, even if thi» wasn't always clearly
stated. Although the concept of "by" was not
defined, there was still an image among both
archaeologists and human geographers of the
"ideal form" of a village. The fact that villag-
es have had different forms was not reflected
upon or discussed in the context of prehistoric
settlements. Thi» must also be seen as very
important to the continued discussion.

A brief summary of these two different
points of view:

1.) When material from graves was used as
source material scholars claimed that Late
Iron Age cemeteries general ly were too small
to represent a population more numerous than
the inhabitants ol'a single farm. The "bybildn-
ing" must then be a result of a division of
farmsteads in the beginning of the Middle
Ages. There is not sufficient evidence to sup-
port this view and it can in large part be
discarded as irrelevant.

2.) The arguments of the human geographers
concerning the reasons for the "bybildning"
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presupposed that agriculture had a dominant
position as the means of livelihood during the
Iron Age, and also that agricultural changes
automatically led to changes and regroupings
of settlements. This cannot be said to be true
either. Still, the interpretation that takes the

converging as its basis is highly relevant, and

it is strongly supported by the source material,
while the view of single farms as the only
existing form of settlement in the earlier peri-
od is highly disputable.

At present the two camps have moved closer
in view. Human geographers have given up
the earlier datings of the "bybildning", now

supporting the view that it took place during
the Middle Ages (e.g. Sporrong 1985a:196).
And archaeologists have begun to support the
idea of a so-called multicentered settlement
structure during the Late Iron Age, which is
said to have existed before the "bybildning"
(e.g. Broberg 1990:24f).All parties still agree
that "by" means a regulated village.

THE CONCEPT OF "BY"
There are several problems connected with

the Swedish concept of "by". To begin with,
the concept of "by" has a number ol' different
meanings in the Swedish language. Further-
more, a uniform scientific definition of the
concept is lacking, although it i» most often
used as the opposite of "single farm" (Spor-
rong 1985b). The Swedi sh la n g uage al so lacks
the distinction between the English "village"
and "hamlet", or the German "Dort"' and
"Weiler". Thi» terminological distinction con-
tains a quantitative aspect as well as a func-
tional one. "Village" and "Dort"' are units

consisting of at least ten separate farms and a

church, often also having more functions than

the smaller units of "hamlet" and "Weiler"
(Widgren, unpublished manuscript).

When the Swedish concept ol' "by" has

been defined, the following criteria have been
used: two or more farms should be situated in

a limited area of fields, in which all the neigh-
bours have their land separately, in common

or in mixed property (Erixon 1960:195;Spor-
rong op. cit. , Widgren, unpublished manu-

script). This definition i» close to the defini-
tion which is articulated in the oldest cadas-
tral records: two or more farmsteads which go
under the same name are said to constitute a
"by" (Widgren op. cit.). It is also close to the
definition that has been used in Denmark by
students of settlement history, the criteria
there being that at least three independent
farms have existed at the same time, so that

they had common rules for their provision
(Grgngaard-Jeppesen 1981; Becker 1982:6).
Thus, there is both a quantitutive and a filnc-
tional aspect of the concept. Both the number
of farms, and forms of cooperation and com-
mon interests have formed important criteria.

In the past several scholars have wanted to
include a genetic uspeet in the concept of
"by", in view of the fact that similar groups of
settlement not always have the same back-
ground. Thus there came to be a difference
between what was called "true" and "false"
villages. The last category was said to have
arisen from the division of farmsteads from an

original single farm, while the so-called true

villages were said to have their origin in the
contemporaneous taking of new land by many

people, the land then being divided among a

number of farms. This way of reasoning can
not be said to be of any greater value, since it

is based on a misinterpretation of the origin ol'

the great Continental villages as well as the
Swedish villages. Modern research has shown
that the medieval villages of any size, that i»

the regulated geometric villages, have often
arisen through joining and concentration
(Widgren, unpublished manuscript, see also
below concerning the dating of this adjust-
ment). The notion of the falseness of the
"false" villages can thus be said to relate to a

misunderstanding of the genuineness and the

origin ol'European villages (Widgren op. cit.).
The definitions of the Swedish concept of

"by" are as we have seen very similar. There
are no real disputes about what is actually
meant by "by", neither with regard to the
contents nor the function of the word. Thi»
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may seem surprising in view of the afore-
mentioned debate and the difference of opin-

ion among Swedish scientists concerning the
so-called "bybildning". It is also remarkable
that this definition has never been observed or
discussed in connection with prehistoric trac-
es of settlement, but only in connection with

the genesis and development of historic re-

mains of settlements. Below I will use the

definition discussed above to classify various
remains of settlement.

THE SOURCES FROM ÖLAND

ln Öland there is a unique archaeological
source material from the Iron Age in the form
of about 2,000 preserved house foundations
with a complementary system of enclosure
walls and fossil ized fields. Only in Gotland is

there a material as complex as this one. The
reason for this is firstly that during a large part
of the Iron Age stone was used for wall» and

lences on both of these islands. On the Swed-
ish mainland however, houses had wattle and

daub walls during this period, while in some

parts of the Swedish mainland there are fossil
remains of stone fences.

The type of house in Öland was the so-

called three-aisled house, which was common
in northern Europe and which had inner roof-

supporting posts. Only a few house founda-

tions have been examined here, which means

that the time-span during which they were

constructed is not ful ly elucidated. It has been
made clear. however, that this type of house
existed in the fourth century and that it contin-
ued to do so until sometime during the eighth

century (see Fallgren 1988:15f,and the liter-

ature mentioned in this work). These fossil
remains of settlements from Öland have prin-

cipally been interpreted as the remains of
single farms (see summary in Fallgren op.
cit. : 49ff).

In northern Öland, in the parish of Böda,
there are the most well-preserved Iron Age
remains of settlements. The main reason for
this is that this part of the island has been part
of the royal hunting ground since the eight-

teenth century. This area, then, was protected
from the destruction by cultivation that had

taken place in other parts of the island, when

the so-called royal common was divided among
the vi l lages of Öland after 1810 (see Fallgren

op. cit. :13f).
The starting point for the lollowing dis-

cussion concerning Iron Age village-settle-
ments is taken from this part of Öland. These
two villages are representatives of two of the
three different size categories of villages (fig.
I and 2). The villages of Öland can normally
be classified into one of the three categories.
Rosendal, fig. 1, belongs to the middle-sized

villages, while the settlement of Skäftekärr,
fig. 2 and 6, is a representative of the large
villages of Öland. The author of this article
has for the past few years pursued archaeolog-
ical excavations of both these villages.

In Rosendal, which is the most well-pre-
served Iron Age village of Öland, there are
fourteen house foundations and a very exten-
sive and well-preserved system of enclosure
walls. The infield lands are enclosed by it, and

the enclosures also form cattle roads in sever-
al places. These enclosures, consisting of stone
walls, are in some places single-row walls,
and in others they are powerful dry stone
walls. The latter are still standing, and in some
places they reach as high as 1.5—1.7 meters
above ground. The fourteen house founda-
tions correspond to 5—7 farms (see Fallgren
op. cit. 3 lff). The fossilized lields which at

present are detectable are mainly grouped
close to each farm. Each farm seems. in view
of the preserved enclosures, to have a gärde
where the meadows and field» are situated.
Only one large farm, facing south, has appar-
ently had two or three gärden.

In three directions the area is surrounded

by the graves of the village. The largest cem-
eteryis situatedinthe west, on aboulderridge.
Another cemetery lies closer to the buildings
in the south-west, and two stone-settings lie
on a hillock in the east. The latter two are

probably what are now the only visible parts
of a single large cemetery. The village is
bordered by large, now drained, fens in the
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Fig. I. Titte iran-age eillage in Rasendnl, Boda pari sin Ö land. Hntclred arens shnivs «ro&le field». Map from
Fallgrea l988 wi tid sni~plenten(s.

north and south. The area i» thu» very well

defined, both concerning the terrain and con-
cerning other»ettlements. The largest part of
the village is»ituated in a coniferous wood»,
and i» untouched, except for the northern part,
where the house of a fore»ter wa» built in the

beginning of thi» century.
The Iron Age settlement of Skäftekärr, on

the other hand, i» partly»ituated in present-
day agrarian land»cape and ha» therefore been
seriously damaged by cultivation. In spite of
thi» there is a remarkably large part of the old
settlement left.

In Skäftekärr there are a total of 20 or 2 I

hou»e foundation», »ee fig. 6. 12 or 13 of the»e
are placed on the side of a central cattle road,
which in several places extend» into the com-
mon. The fos»ilized fields are for obviou»
rea»ons not so many here, although there are
a few. In the central part the farms are larger

than the larms of Ro»endal, see fig. 2, and the
number of gett dett for each farm seems to be
two ol more. There i» a large cemetery to the
north-we»t of the central part of the village. In
the north-ea»t there i» a large stone cairn and

possibly a couple of' small stone»etting». Ear-
lier it has been difficult to connect the large
cemetery to this settlement, mainly because
of the di»tance and the lack of an obvious
spatial connection. Now that several more
house foundation» have been discovered, the

spatial connection i» confirmed. The number
of farms ha» been estimated to between 10 and

12. The two house foundation» farthe»t to the
south are now destroyed by cultivation, but

they are registered and marked on old cadas-
tral map». The village and the area a» a whole
are bordered by two large fens in the»outh-
east and»everal small fens in the south, which
in present time have been drained.
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Fi g. 2. T/te iriin-age vi/tage in Släftekä rr, Boda parish, Ö/and. Hatehed area» shows arab/» field». Map from
Fallgren /988 vvith some nen sapplements.

The structure of settlements

It is clear that these two groups of buildings

represent village settlements. The afore-men-
tioned definition of "by" makes it easy to

classify both of these settlements as "byar"
(villages). Both of them fulfill the quantitive
as well as the functional aspect completely.
The number of farms in both settlements is

well above the required minimum of two. In

both settlements there are also well-defined
areas of infield, where the farms seem to have
owned their land separately. The functional

aspects are fulfilled mainly through the com-
mon cattle roads, and possibly through the
burial-grounds. It is ol course possible to raise
objections to the claim that the farms are

contemporaneous, since only one farm in each
village has as yet been excavated. However,
there is nothing in the structure of these vil-

lages that contradicts the claim that all the

registered houses existed contemporaneous-

ly. On the contrary, the house foundations, the

enclosures and cattle roads have an apparent
functional connection. The pattern made by
these different components is very important

in this context, as it always is when one
discusses villages. This pattern is not unique
for these villages, but is a common feature of
all fossil Iron Age settlements in Öland, al-

though there are regional variations.
The most important features, which are

found everywhere on this island, are as fol-
lows:

l.) Building» are always centrally placed in

the infield lands.

2.) Cattle roads, most often shared, connect
the different farms with the common lands

and with each other.

3.) Stone walls surround irregularly shaped
enclosures of similar size.

4.) One, two or sometimes several 1 arge gti rden

are placed in direct connection with the farm,

so that they sometimes form a pattern similar
to the rings of a tree.

5.) The arable land is mainly concentrated
close to the farm buildings.

6.) One farm is always larger than the other
farms in the village.
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7.) The cemeteries are usually situated where
the infield lands end and the common lands
start. There are often two and sometimes three
cemeteries, which are placed in the direction
of the nearest neighbouring villages.

Almost all Iron Age house foundations in

Öland are thus grouped in these scattered,
irregularly formed, small, middle-sized or very

large villages. Unlike in Gotland it is very
hard to find or to discern single farms among
the remaining house foundations (see Fall-

gren 1988:51).The most important reasons
for not having earlier considered the Iron Age
settlements in Öland to be villages are partly
that entire house-foundation block» have not
earlier been mapped, only single scattered
farmsteads (e.g. Stenberger 1933), and partly
that the scholars who compare prehistoric
settlements with historical ones have taken
the structure of the row-villages as their start-

ing point.
However, what can be called the last and

perhaps the most important confirmation of
the hypothesis that these groupings of build-

ings on Öland really represent village settle-
ments, is that their main features are almost
identical to the historical non-regulated vil-

lages of northern Öland, as they are shown on
the oldest maps. The characteristic feature of
these villages is that they often lack any form

of geometric pattern, whether concerning the

shape of farms or the shape of i n 1 i eld slgti rde».
Almost all the above-mentioned characleri»-
tic traits of the Iron Age settlements in Öland,
can also be used to describe the historical
villages of northern Öland, which have a to-
tally different structure than the very strictly
geometrically-formed regulated vi l lages ol'

southern and central Öland.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER IRON
AGE VILLAGES

When comparing the examples from Öland
with other comparable Iron Age villages in

Scandinavia and on the Continent, well-known

from the archaeological literature, several in-

teresting and enlightening di fferences emerge.

These differences can in many ways shed

light on differences in the Iron Age morphol-

ogy of villages. What most clearly emerges
are above all the differences in the structure of
the villages, and the enormous areas covered

by settlements in Öland. This is caused by the

very irregular shape of the villages of Öland.
Danish and Continental villages have, on the
other hand, a more or less regular shape, and

the settlements are therefore much denser.
What is also typical of the villages of Öland is
the total lack of toft-like structures or limita-
tions. which are often found in Denmark and
on the Continent. This is also the greatest
difference between these villages and Vall-

hagar, which is certainly not a typical repre-
sentative of the contemporaneous settlements
of Gotland, but neither is it an exception,
since several Gotlandic Iron Age villages ac-
tually have these limitations (see Nihlen &
Boethius 1933: fig. 4 and 7). With these the
Iron Age settlements of Gotland have more in

common with, for example, the villages of
Jutland than with those of Öland! See fig. 3,
left and right side. The morphological differ-
ences between the examples from Öland and

the rest will be treated later in this paper. The
lack ol'enclosed tofts is also something typi-
cal ol' the unregulated historical villages in

Sweden, see below.
The examples from Denmark, Germany,

and the Netherlands given in fig. 3 have been
included in the comparison partly to illustrate
the contrasts in Iron Age morphology, and

partly because they constitute some of the
most extensive excavations of Iron Age set-
tlements in northern Europe, when it comes to
the sheer size of the areas examined. Thus
they constitute a relevant source for compar-
ison with the villages of Öland. But it must
be pointed out that there are also small, less
regular and more scattered villages in conti-
nental Europe and in Denmark, for example in

Odoorn, Drenthe, in the Netherlands during
the fifth to the eighth century (see Schmid
1986:239, fig 85) in Österbölle from early
Roman time, and in Sejlflod in Jutland (see
Hvass 1988: fig. 6 and 29).
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100 m

Fig. 3. tron-age vi(lager( A. Vzirbasse, Jrrthrnd, Denntar I' irr (lre 4tlr cenrary A. D. (af(er S. Hvuss l988), B.
Vor basse in tlre 8(lr —)0()r centurv A. D. The toft» of rhe farnrsteazl» (after S. Hvus» l 988), C. Vallhagrrr, G(i(l((n(l,
irr c, tlze 3rd—7()r century A. D. (after M. Sterrberr;er l955), D. Wij s(er Dren(lre, /Vet)rertatrds, in the 4(lr centnry
A. D. (after P. Schnrid )986), E. Fliigelrr, Germany, irr (lre 2nd —3rd cen(ury A. D. (ol(er P. Schmid l986), F.
Ferldersen Wierde, Germarry, in tlre l st—2(zd cert(ury A. D, (after P. Sclrmirl l986), G. Horhle, Jutlrzrzd,

Det(mark, around (l(e Bi r(lr of Clrrist (after S. Hvas» l988), H. Skiiftektirr, (Ire cen(ral (rar(, Bödrr parislr, Ö land,
in c. the 4th —8th cerrtury A. D, (after Fallgrerr )98rg), I. Rosendal, Brida Pari sh, Ölancl, in c, tlze 4tlr —8(h cerrtrrry
A. D. (after Fallgrerr )988).
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The preserved system of enclosure walls

in the villages of Gotland and Öland is another

remarkable difference between the Continen-

tal and Danish villages and the villages of
Öland and Gotland. It i» also the greatest
advantage of the source materials of Gotland
and Öland in relation to the Continental and

Danish source materials. In Öland and Gotland

it is thus possible to reconstruct the whole

area of Iron Age infields. To a l arge extent thi s

is also true for certain parts of the Iron Age
settlements on the Swedish mainland, above
all in Östergötland (see Lindquist 1968;
Widgren 1983).

Thus there were great morphological and

structural differences between different Iron

Age villages of northern Europe. It is. howev-

er, more difficult to determine whether there

were also great differences concerning modes
of cooperation, the use of the land and its

ownershipsystem etc. However, on the basis
ol' our knowledge about morphologically dif-

ferent villages in the historical period, the

differences being in many ways the result of
different historical situations as well as dif-

ferences in the cultivation and division of
land, some fairly good parallels can be made,

see below.

COMPARISONS WITH THE
HISTORICAL SETTLEMENTS

The fact that there were great differences
between the villages of historical time is as

Fig. 4. The niliage of Diide& i, Hiigby pari sh, Ö lanek Dran n /i om a map from 1736.
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Fig. .s. tllre r iilage of gr, Viol iehy, Viol iehy pnrislr, Öiarrrh Drarerr fr orrr n mnp from Jtr4i.

obviou» as for those of the earlier periods. It

ha», however, very seldom or never been not-

ed in relation to discussions about Iron Age
settlement patterns. Instead, in the case» when

comparisons have been made, the old remain»

have always been compared with regulated
villages. The material for comparison has

thu» constituted an ideal type or picture of
how medieval and historical villages looked.
But the»e village» can not be said to be reprc-
»entative of the settlements of historical Lime

or of the whole country, since they are mainly
concentrated to the eastern parts of Sweden
(Erixon 1960; Göransson 1986:37).If we go
back to Öland, we see further that in a limited

part olr Sweden like Öland there were enor-

mou» differences in form and principle con-
cerning the shape of the villages: on the one
hand the villages of northern Öland, and on

the other hand those of southern and central

Öland, see fig. 4—5.

To enable a comparision between the pre-
historic and historical villages of Öland. I
have only drawn the enclosures that are regis-
tered on older maps, together with the farms,
on the maps of fig. 4 and 5. Con»equently I

have not drawn any other pos»ible bounda-

ries, e.g. between different strip» of land, or
other limits of land, but only the boundaries
that have been marked by fence». In this way
one gets a relevant historical »ource of com-
parison, which can be compared Lo I'o»»il lron

Age settlements. In fact, it i» precisely the

enclosures (except for the hou»e foundations)
that remain of Iron Age villages in the fossil
remnants. My point is this: that a comparison
between settlements of different period»»hould

be made between the same type ol' phenome-
non. If not, it is bound to tum out irrelevant.

Village boundaries of late hi»torical set-

tlements have often been compared with the
stone walls of fossil settlement remains. This

Clrl rerlt Sll'&(Ilslr Arell(n(rl(r»la Vill. I, l99r
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procedure has given rise to the opinion that
Iron Age settlements often correspond poorly
with historically known villages, and that agrar-

ian landscapes of different periods have no

connection (e.g. Widgren 1983:101ff;Spor-
rong 1985a:193f).The discordance between
prehistoric infield boundaries and historical
village boundaries is of course many times

very real. However, to compare the infield
boundari e t of the Iron Age with village bound-

aries of later periods is to make a comparison
between total ly different phenomena. Perma-
nent boundaries between different villages
can only have been made when common land

was divided, and the boundaries of the outly-

ing land were settled. Since the boundary
marks could consist for example of a boulder
or a big tree, the prehistoric boundaries are
naturally impossible to identify and register.
There simply is no prehistoric source material

corresponding to the source material of his-
torical village boundaries.

Dan Carlsson, on the other hand, has com-
pared Iron Age infields with those of histori-
cal villages on Gotland, and he points to a

remarkable similarity between the agrarian
landscapes of different periods (1979: fig.
118). These results are also valid for Öland,
especi al ly the northern part (Fallgren
1988:45ff).

The historical settlement in Ö land

When comparing Iron Age villages with the
well-known historical regulated row-villages
of Öland, differences are easily discovered.
See fig. 5. In earlier comparisons between
Iron Age and historical settlements in Öland,
as well as in other parts of the country, the
above-mentioned type of historical settlement
has been the sole representative of historical
villages (see Fallgren 1988:52ff, and litera-
ture mentioned in this work).

The row-villages of southern and central
Öland, the origin, contents, and development
of which has been analysed by the human

geographer Sölve Göransson, are character-
ized by geometry and regularity, the lots of

the villages being arranged in cohesive geo-
metric figures. In accordance with the exist-
ing enskifte every village usually had just one,
regularly formed gärde, fields and meadows
not being separately enclosed. This is typical
for what in agrarian studies is called the open-
field system, which is seen as typical for
European medieval villages. Furthermore, the

buildings were most often situated on the

border between infields and common, so that

cattle could easily be let out to pasture (Görans-
son 1969:70).An example from St. Vickleby
1641 (fig 5) shows that the nine farmsteads of
the village lie in a row in the easten parts of the
infields. The "gärde" was shaped like a single
enormous regular square, 80% of which con-
sisted of meadows.

The contrast with the described village
structure during the Iron Age is great. The
only thing in common is that the arable land,
which has not been marked on the maps, was
still very small compared to the meadow-

ground of the seventeenth century, and also
that intensive stock-raising has been prac-
ti sed together with intensive agriculture (com-
pare to Fallgren 1988:61ffl. Turning to north-
ern Öland, where the majority of villages have
not gone through the radical medieval reshap-

ing of settlement structure, the contrast men-

tioned above is not as striking. Furthermore,
the differences between the two contempo-
raneous settlements are just as great as be-
tween the Iron Age settlements of Rosendal
and Vorbasse.

Fig 4 shows Dödevi by in the parish of
Högby. This village consisted of 11 farms in

1736.The farms were scattered, and lay main-

ly along an extensive cattle road, that branched
out in several different directions. Unlike the
village discussed above, Dödevi had a large
number of "gärden", irregular in shape. Build-
ings and infields totally lack the regular ge-
ometry and concentration that is so character-
istic for regulated row-villages in southern
Öland. The entire settlement structure as de-
scribed here has a lot in common with the
afore mentioned Iron Age settlements. The
grouping of and the distance between the
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Fig. 6. Tlre iroa-age villcrge irr Siri/lel cirr, Böclct petri rfr, Olarrcl. The total serrlemerrt.

farms, along with the distance between the
northernmost and southernmost farms of
Dödevi, are almost exact equivalents of the

conditions of the Iron Age village of Skäftekärr.
The calculated number of farms in Skäftekärr
is also the same as that of Dödevi, see fig. 6.

Sölve Göransson has earlier pointed out
that the appearance of these unregulated vil-

lages probably gives a clue as to how the

vi l lages of southern and central Öland looked
before the shaping of the geometrical "gärden"
and the regulation of settlements (1969:76).
Almost all of the features that were described
above as characteristic of the pattern of Iron

Age settlements in Öland, can also be said to
be characteristic of historical villages of the

northern part of the island. The one feature
that is not valid is of course the one concern-
ing the cemeteries.

Unregulated villages in Sweden

The type of historical village represented by
Dödevi is not unique in Sweden. Villages
with similar groupings of farms and irregular-

ly shaped infields have existed in most prov-
inces. Furthermore, in both early and late
periods many villages in Sweden lacked the
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inner concentration of farms and the mixture
of landed property of infields, which are usu-

ally included in the concept of "by".
The ethnologist Sigurd Erixon, who made

extensive examinations of this type of village
(1960), divided the villages into two main

categories:

1.) disjointed enclosed villages

2.) unregulated vi l lages with open farm prop-
erties.

The latter developed out of the first category;
the system of disjointed enclosures has been
shown to be primary in relation to open "gärden"
held in common (op. cit. :212).The disjointed
enclosed villages were divided into three groups

by Erixon, which were cal led "fogbyar", "möt-
byar", and "strandradbyar" (op. cit. :199).The
so-called "fogbyar" and to a certain degree
the "mötbyar", are the most interesting ones
in this context, since they are in many way»
similar to prehistoric villages and unregulat-
ed villages of Öland. The buildings of the
"fogbyar" were normal ly widely scattered and

divided into a number of groups of farms; the
farms were linked to each other in a continu-
ous conglomeration of ene losures. There were
no regularly shaped or enclosed lots, but the
farms were placed on what Erixon called "farm
properties". These farm properties were group»
of infields including, except for the farm it-

self, a few fields, often the best fields of the
farm, as well as a few other plantations and

meadows. Sometimes the farm properties in-

cluded the entire area of infields of a particu-
lar farm, which was the case in Härjedalen and

Jämtland. More likely, however, they were
supplemented by further enclosure and pri-
vate groups of infields, which were types
cal led "bitäkter" by Erixon. These two formed
the so-called "home-properties" of a farm.
Furthermore, it was characteristic that no mix-
ture of property existed, or only a very limited
one. The common was. however, shared prop-
erty (op. cit. :200f, 229f).

The above-mentioned features of these
"fogbyar" are very similar to those of the Iron

Age villages of Öland, and those of the irreg-
ular villages of the northern part of the island.
The description also fits very well to the other
known fossil Tron Age remains of settlements
in Sweden, for example in Östergötland and

in Gotland. Sigurd Erixon, not having access
to this extensive source material, assumed
that the structure of the disjointed enclosed
villages probably was founded on prehistoric
traditions (op. cit. :206).

The distribution ond change of the
i nfi elds

There are several differences concerning the

cultivated land in the historical settlements of
Öland. The cultivated land of St. Vickleby
was mainly situated within geometrical blocks
north and south of the farmsteads, and in the

separate infield area to the east of the build-

ings. There were also small lots of arable land

in the great "gärde" west of the farmsteads.
The cultivated land of the regular vi l lages was
farmed in a form of regular field system, the
so-called sun division, and was divided into
different units of arable land, each farm in the

village having its landed property divided
into different strips of land, so that all of the

farms in the village got their share of land

of different quality (Göransson 1985a:71f;
1986:40). The system was thus one of com-
plete mixture of landed property.

In Dödevi however, the cultivated land

and the rest of the infields were more concen-
trated to the immediate surrounding» ol'each
farm, similar to the way in which Erixon
described the conditions of the typical "fog-
byar". The main part of the fields and mead-
ows thus corresponded to a so-called "tomt-
täkt" with so cal led "bitäkter". Moreover, there
were a few large separate infields in the east-
ernmost area close by the sea, which together
constituted the largest area of cultivated land

of the village. The mixture of landed property
was also more thoroughly accomplished here.
It is also noticeable in the other "gärden",
though not as evident as it is in the regulated
villages. A lack or only a very limited mixture
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of landed property was also a very character-
istic feature of the so-called "fog-byar".

The expansion of fields and meadow-ground

which was characteristic of a village like
Dödevi and the villages described by Erixon
(1960:247)mainly took the form of individu-

ally taken closes ("intagor") in the common.
The gaps between all the different "gärden"
on the map of fig. 4 were eventually filled
with new intakes. The latest map shows an

almost entirely continuous area of infields
from the sea-shore to the western border of the

village. In accordance with the unregulated

villages in other parts of Sweden, as described

by Erixon, more peripheral and later intakes,
which here usually came into exi stence through

joint activities on the common lands, exhibit
a more regular strip division than the others,
and the mixture of l anded property was there-

fore more thoroughly affected here (op.
cit. :235).This was accordingly also the case
with the eastern "gärden" of Dödevi.

The expansion of the infields in these

villages forms a pattern of irregularly shaped,
large and small, enclosed intakes from the

centre, or rather several centres, and outwards

(cf. Erixon op. cit. :201). Through this the

extension and direction of the cattle roads
could change over time. This is also charac-
teristic and valid for the Iron Age villages of
Öland, where the extension of the infields and

the number of farms within the villages al-

most always give the impression that the vil-

lages here expanded gradually, from one or
more centres. The farmsteads situated far-
thest from the centre are usually the smallest
ones, for example. It is also not unusual to find

cattle roads that have been cut off by more
recent enclosures in the villages of Öland.
There is thus a great number of structural and

morphological similarities between the lron

Age villages and the historical unregulated

villages of Öland and elsewhere.
These observations are in line with, and

confirm, the new results of Dan Carlsson and

his revised opinions concerning the causes of
and method for introducing the two-field sys-
tem in Gotland (1986a:35). Earlier he and

many others claimed that the two-field system
was introduced during a very limited period
of time, which then should have implied that

the infields doubled and that a reshapening of
the entire agricultural landscape took place
(1979:146).Also, the so-called "bybildning"
(forming of villages) has been connected to
the introduction of a two-field system. Carls-
son's recent field-studies, together with stud-

ies of the quality of fields in old cadestral
records, has on the contrary shown that the

area of the fields continually and gradually

expanded, which among other things meant

that meadow-grounds diminished. Consequent-

ly the cattle stock diminished and therewith
also the supply of manure. In the long run it
meant that a larger share of the fields must

regularly lay fallow. In this way the necessary
conditions for a regular system of fal lows, the
two-field system, was created (1986a: ibid. ;

1986b:89ff). Sigurd Erixon had earlier put
forward a similar line of thought (1960:214).

The introduction of the two-field system
should thus not be seen as a stage in an

evolution, whereby the introduction of a reg-
ular system of fallows meant a transition to a

more highly developed stage. Rather, it should

be seen as a sign of crisis in the agrarian
balance between fields and meadows, agri-
culture and stock-raising.

FORMS OF COOPERATION AND
OWNERSHIP DURING HISTORICAL
TIME AND THE IRON AGE

Certain differences concerning individual and

collective work input existed between villag-

es with open-field system and the enclosed
vi l lages, which were partly discussed above.

Field cultivation in historical time was

always carried out separately by each farm,
both in regulated and unregulated villages
(Erixon 1960:209).Harvesting, however, could
invol ve the participation of neighbours. Clos-
ing and opening gates in the fences was a

matter of cooperation between neighbours in

the villages which had common enclosures,
that is, open fields.
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Within those villages which had a regulat-
ed field system during the period from the
Middle Ages to the enclosure movements of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there
were several rules and collective decisions
which each farmer had to accept and follow. It
could be a matter of organized cooperation
concerning the opening and closing of com-
munal gates, temporary or permanent work
teams during harvest time, and participation
in hay-making, which often was an object of
organized cooperation (Erixon op. cit. ; Spor-
rong 1985a:57, 81; Sporrong & Widgren
1986:5).

These rules and decisions meant that the
inhabitants of a village submitted to a certain
degree of compulsion, which also naturally
rendered support, but consistuted an impedi-
ment for individual initiatives and personal
freedom of movement (Erixon op. cit.). Eng-
lish scholars studying the agrarian landscape
have claimed that the genesis and signifi-
cance of the regular field system were mainly
socially conditioned, the division of the in-
fields functioning as a hindrance to leaving
the system, thereby forcing the peasants to
cooperate (Dodgshon 1980:47ff, 74).

The unregulated or disjointed enclosed
villages, with their mainly individually and

separately concentrated infields in connec-
tion with the separate and scattered farms,
naturally invol ved a weaker organization and
less need for cooperation than the situation in

the afore-mentioned villages. Still, the con-
structing of cattle roads and the care of village
streets demanded cooperation and agreement,
which is also emphasized in the medieval
provincial laws. It was above all cattle roads
and village streets, together with the enclo-
sures themselves, that constituted the most
closely uniting elements of the villages. The
use of commons was of course also a joint
matter. In comparison with the regulated vil-

lages, however, a more individual sort of
farming was pursued, each farm being to a
lesser extent dependent on collective rules
and decisions (Erixon 1960:227f).

Concerning Iron Age forms of ownership

and cooperation, it has been common for schol-
ars to assume an evolutionist development,
collecti ve rights in land being considered pri-
mary in relation to individual rights in land. It
was also assumed that the large European
regular villages, with their common open in-

fields, and the village community itself, were
the last remains of a system of collective
ownership and cultivation of the land, the
village being an economic unit (see Erixon
op. cit. :209; Sporrong & Widgren 1986:3ff;
Widgren 1986:21,and other works mentioned
in these books). Earlier opinions concerning
Iron Age kinship relations have also contrib-
uted to these ideas, together with opinions
about the land-ownership rights of the old
kinship-based society (see Widgren op.
cit. :18ff). More recent research has instead
shown, as has been pointed out earlier regard-
ing the regulated villages, that both the inner
organization and the placing and formation of
the buildings were products of the Middle
Ages (Widgren op. cit. ; Göransson 1980).

Contemporaneous archaeological source-
material has without exception shown that the

greater part of the farms, during almost the
entire Iron Age, represent units of cultivation
of a size large enough for a nuclear family
(e.g. Carlsson 1979:154;Myhre 1983;Widgren
1986; Edgren & Herschend 1982:16ff).Also,
house foundations and farms that have been
studied almost always point towards live-
stock kept individually by each farm (e.g.
Myrdal 1984:80; Fallgren 1988:27, 41ff).
Where boundaries of infields and fossilized
fields remain, they are placed in the same way
as has been earlier described when discussing
the infields of Iron Age settlements in Öland.
This mainly means separate areas of fields
and meadows belonging to each farm, some-
thing that is also true for other parts of the
country that have fossil Iron Age agrarian
landscapes (see Carlsson op. cit. ; Hatt 1939;
Widgren op. cit.).From what is apparent from
the archaeological sources, Iron Age farmers
seem to have carried out their farming sepa-
rately.

When it comes to the contemporaneous
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conditions in continental Europe, there are
also historical sources that are able to shed
light on these questions. The Frankish law of
the eighth century, Lex Salica, contains sev-

eral items of information about them. A cou-

ple of different types of agricultural organiza-
tion are mentioned, but the most important
agricultural unit, or farm, to be treated by the
law is the separate and independent allodium
run by the free Frankish family together with

its slaves and other people in dependent posi-
tions. The information that the law contains
concerning family size and composition shows

that the Frankish fami lies usually consisted of
husband, wife, younger sons, unmarried daugh-

ters and other dependents including serfs and

slaves (Fisher Drew 1991:39,49). This infor-
mation is comparable to obtainable items of
information in the Icelandic Sagas with re-

gard to the composition of farm populations.
The nuclear family is the base which is sup-

plemented by different sets of free servants,
serfs and slaves (see for example Nj al's Saga
and Egid Skallag rintsson 's Saga). Tacitus also
mentions farm-work as being mainly run by
the slaves of the farm (Tacitus Germania, vol.
I, 1974:60f).

Aron Gurevitj, who has studied and com-
pared the character of the Frankish allodium
with the English and Scandinavian counter-
parts of "folkland" and "odal" found several
similarities between them. This is especially
true concerning conditions of ownership and

cultivation. All three types of land were, ac-
cording to customary law, owned and used by
three-generation families, and not even dur-

ing the Middle Ages was it possible to sell
these properties. However, through the grad-
ual change of the allodium, caused by the
peasants' increasing feudal dependence, the
collective control over the use of the allodium
became stronger and stronger (op. cit. :48).

Contemporaneous source material does not,

then, point to collective forms of cultivation
as being dominant in this period. On the con-
trary, it shows that separate cultivation of
farms by small units was usual. However,
there also existed various forms of collective

labour input of varying importance in these
vi 1 lages.

Collecti ve and individual features can thus

not be said to be of different age and origin
when discussing the period treated above,
which has recently been pointed out by human

geographers as well. The specific sets of indi-

vidual and collective rights of disposition
should in every case be treated as functional
wholes, and not as evolutional phases: the

collective features being considered the orig-
inal ones (Sporrong & Widgren 1986).

Concerning the comparison between Iron

Age and historical unregulated villages it can
be stated as a conclusion that there must also
have existed functional similarities, that is,
similarities in cultivation and cooperation other
than the morphological and quantitative ones
hitherto displayed. The development of dis-

positional rights and ownership rights during
the Iron Age was from separately-farmed,
non-disposable land to collectively cultivat-

ed, eventually privately owned and thereby
fully disposable land.

HISTORICAL SOURCES OF
SETTLEMENT STRUCTURE

When it comes to written evidence of the

existence of villages it is naturally difficult to
find such evidence regarding Sweden during
the Iron Age. However, there is some evi-
dence on runic stones dating from the last

phase of prehistoric time. For example, it is

stated on a runic stone from Lerkaka in the

parish of Runsten in Öland, that the rich man

Unn owned half of the "by" (Söderberg &
Brate 1906:101f). There is, however, more
written evidence concerning continental Eu-

rope, such as when Tacitus describes the Ger-
manic vi l lages of the first century as groups of
scattered farms (Tacitus Germuniu vol. I), or
the mentioning of villages in the earliest Ger-
manic laws, e.g. Lex Salica (Fischer Drew
1991:49).

The medieval Swedishprovincial laws can
serve as a source of information about the

Swedish conditions. For our purpose the most
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interesting parts of the laws are the decisions
regarding regulation of settlements in accord-
ance with the sun division, which are found in

the so-called "byggningabalk", "byalagsbalk"
and "jordabalk" (different sections of the laws).
These laws assunze the existetzce of villages
and refer to villages with a different ond older
structurc! Above all it is phrases like "om
bönderna vill bygga en by på nytt eller om den

ligger i hammarskifte och fornt skifte" (about
how a village should proceed with the "skifte")
(UL, B I; VmL, B I; Holmbäck & Wessén
1933; 1936), and "Nu vilja bönder bygga en

by; då skall man nedsätta och med ed stadfästa
råmärken omkring den by, som de vilja byg-
ga. . ." (relating to the founding of the village
where it was legal to do so. In this case
"bygga" actually means "rebuild") (ÖgL, B I;
Holmbäck & Wessén 1933). These phrases

imply that the geometric design of the vil lages
took already existing villages as a starting

point, and that villages have earlier had a

different structure. Just as interesting and

important are the expressions about villages
found in the laws of the southern provinces:
"byggd och gamal, by med högar från heden
tid" (ÖgL, B XXVIII), ".. .högaby och från

heden tid byggd" . . . "denna by har varit full

by både i heden och kristen tid" (VgL I; VgL
ll; Holmbäck & Wessén, 1946).These phras-
es are clear evidence that village settlements
existed in prehistoric times in these provinc-
es.

However, the provincial laws give no in-

formation about how the vil lages were struc-
tured before the regulation of building lots, or
what was meant by "hammarskifte" and "fornt
skit'te". Still, the important thing i» that "ham-
marskifte" and "fornt skifte" were seen as

opposites of the state of regularity and geom-
etry implied by "laga läget", "rätt skifte" (le-
gally arranged lots) or "solskifte" (sun divi-
sion). Regulation at that time being a novelty,
earl ier settlements and infields must then have
had an irregular and scattered form (cf. Hom-
bäck & Wessén 1933:187,n. 2), which means
that they were villages of the type treated
above, that is unregulated or disjointed en-

closed villages. Their originality in relation to
the regulated vil lages and open-field vi l lages
has been stated above.

With regard to the dating of the regulation
of settlements, as it is described in the medi-
eval provincial laws, geographers have earli-
er dated it to the Viking Age or to the begin-
ning of the Middle Ages (Hannerberg
1977:425), or even to the seventh century
(Lindquist 1968:49; Sporrong 1971:170ff).
However, decisions regarding the regulation
of building lots can on the other hand be
shown to have been added to the laws when

they were rewritten and modified in the late
thirteenth century, the language being of a

later period than that of the main part of the
law. Taking this into consideration, the regu-
lation could not have occurred until sometime
during the fourteenth century at the earliest
(Göransson 1980:82).

Since the regulation occurred according to
the prescriptions of law, villages gained a

more steady and regular appearance "ett laga
läge" which probably implied that these vil-

lages became less prone than earlier to move
from one part of the village land to another.

REGULAR FORMING OF THE
SETTLEMENTS

We have already seen that there were early
regular settlements, fig. 3. But that these pre-
historic villages wholly correspond to what is

meant by "laga läge" in a medieval regular
village, as suggested by Sten Hvass (1988:89),
is not necessarily true, in spite of the fact that

their boundaries are often very similar to the

boundaries between building lots. However,
Vorbasse had without doubt features —during
the Late Iron Age and the early Viking Age-
which strongly remind us of the historically
known building lots that are known from the

oldest maps. The feature that I mainly have in

mind is the much larger and even more thor-

oughly geometrically shaped boundaries be-
tween building lots, see fig. 3B. Not even
these necessarily had the same function and

purpose as those of the large medieval villag-
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firn 7. Tlze fanrrrs in rlre r if lage of' Kz'arrrxrad, Kalla
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es, since the medieval regulations of building
lots had arisen from the specilic historical
situation of those villages (see Göransson
1980; 1985).

It is therefore advisable to distinguish be-
tween settlements with a regular and concen-
trated structure and regulated settlements in

their medieval context. During the Iron Age
and in historical time there were also villages
with an irregular and concentrated structure,
like the example of Kvarnstad in the pari sh of
K!illa in Öland, I'ig. 7.

The causes for the very radical restructur-

ing that actually occurred in Vorbasse in the

beginning of the Iron Age, could perhaps
instead be explained in the same way as Heiko
Steuer explains the moving of villages and

cemeteries in the Merovingian Provinces. He

connects these changes to the rise of the ear-
l iest forms of enfeoffment, that i», parts of or
entire villages coming under the supremacy
ol' one or several landlords (Steuer 1989:112,
118). This is a very interesting idea which

doubtlessly has relevance also for Scandina-
vian changes of settlements during these peri-
ods. However, it is probably more a matter of
an enfeoffment of people, since the value of
the land was related to its being cultivated by
the peasants. Through the enfeoffment of peo-
ple the land that they cultivated came also
under the power and protection of the over-
lord (Gurevitj 1979:52ff).

The rise of regular patterns probably has

many causes. When all the farms in a village
have been simultaneously moved, this could
lead to the rise of more regular structures. It
must have been an excellent occasion to ra-

tionally plan the settlement with regard to new

needs, new forms of ownership, etc. When

this restructuring was repeated continuously,
as has been shown for parts ol' Jutland, the

possibilities for a more regulated formation
increased.

In connection with very extensive coloni-
zation there were also great chances for regu-
lar patterns to occur, like in the example of
Germanic expansion into eastern Europe dur-

ing the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Sim-

ilar chances can be ascribed to areas devastat-
ed by war and conflagration (Göransson 1986:
37, and literature therein quoted). A less ex-
tensive and more succesive colonization will

instead result in single farms, which eventual-

ly develop into irregular, unregulated villag-
es. A more regular and concentrated village
structure can also have resulted I'rom societal
changes like the policy of king» concerning
enfeoffments, and the process of feudaliza-
tion as a whole (Dodgshon 1980:74), with

villages coming under new lords (Steuer op.
cit. ), and with the introduction of permanent
taxes (Porsmose 1981).

Swedish human geographers have instead
pointed to the inherent potential lor change in

the agrarian society as being the determinant

of changes in settlements (e.g. Göransson
1980:78; Sporrong 1985a:57).

My opinion is that the importance of tech-

nology, which together with other factors i»

often set in connection with the regulation and

place continuity of the medieval villages (e.g.
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Porsmose 1981:30;1982:26), is generally not
a valid explanation for this restructuring or
for changes in settlements as a whole. I will

not go further into this matter, but concerning
the place continuity I claim that the "laga
läge" of the laws could have been decisive for
the rise of what is usually called the stationary
village. This kind of village is seen above all

by Danish archaeologists and historians as a

novelty and an opposite to the more or less
continuously moving Danish villages of the

Iron Age (Grgngaard-Jeppesen 1981;Porsmose
1981).

Unlike the attitude towards the creation of
regular lots, the laws were much more restric-
tive concerning the removal of a village that
was organized in "rätt skifte". In the provin-
cial laws of Uppland and Västmanland it is
stated that "ingen har rätt att riva upp en by
som ligger i rätt solskifte, utan att alla jordä-
gare samtycker" (no one has the right to break

up a village that is placed in "rätt solskifte"
without the consent of all the land-owners)
(UL, B I; V mL, B I), and in the la w of Östergöt-
land it is stated that "ligger en by så, som den

blev byggd enligt gammalt skick, och är detta
lagligen stadfäst, då skall man jämka och icke
riva upp" (if a village is situated as it was
formed according to older ways acknowl-
edged by the law, it should be adjusted, not
broken up) (ÖgL, B I:6). The stipulations
about the creation of the geometrical lots, the
transition from "hammar-" or "fornt skifte" to
"rätt skifte" or "laga läge" are on the contrary
simple and were meant to promote regulation,
which is evident in the laws of Västmanland
and Uppland: "Då tvingar en fjärdedel av byn
en annan fjärdedel till skifte och halva byn
den andra halva. " (One quarter of them force
another quarter to move, half of the village
can force the other half. ) (VmL, B I; UL, B I).

In this context it is important to note that,
regarding the unregulated villages of northern
Öland, it is often possible to trace on old maps
the moves of separate farms within the village
boundaries. This is sometimes also the case
with the main part of the farms of a village.
Majvor Östergren was able to show that the

farms of Gotland from the middle of the Iron

Age and through the entire Middle Ages often
moved around within a gi ven area (1989:117ff).

To summarize the discussion it can be
stated that the Swedish villages or a greater
part of them most likely were of an irregular
shape before the Middle Ages, in conformity
with the disjointed enclosed villages discussed
above. This view has been confirmed by the
archaeological source material of Öland and
further strengthened by the historical source
material. Other archaeological sources will

be referred to below, and the view of single
farms as being the sole existing form of settle-
ment in the Iron Age will again be refuted
with regard to other parts of Sweden than the
above discussed.

OTHER PARTS OF SWEDEN

Gotland:

The fossil Iron Age settlements of Gotland
have for the last decades been assumed to
consist of single farms both by archaeologists
and human geographers (e.g. Carlsson 1979;
Östergren 1989).Earlier they had been classi-
fied as villages, "settlement areas", and single
farms (Nihlén & Boethius 1933),which in my

opinion gave a more correct view.
Historical settlements have always been

described in literature as solely consisting of
single farms (e.g. Ersson 1974).This view has

highly influenced the research concerning the
old settlements of the island. However, in

spite of it being easy to discern and distin-

guish single farms on Gotland, in contrast to
Öland, there is no reason to deny the existence
of villages during this period. That fossil
settlements are often the remains of villages i»

quite clear to me. It is also remarkable that

Vallhagar, which is the most studied block ol'

house foundations or other large groupings of
buildings in Gotlandr has seldom or never
been included in recent descriptions of Iron

Age settlements.
Dan Carlsson divides the settlement in his

area of examination into two groups:
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1.) single farms and 2.) separate farms that
are linked to each other in a functional system.
There are also a few groupings of two or three
farms (1979:121).This classification of set-
tlements is the most accepted among scholars
today. However, both the second category
and the groupings of two or three farms fulfil
the quantitative and functional conditions as-
cribed to the application of the concept of
"by". They should therefore be classified as
"byar", villages! A classification of settle-
ments into villages and single farms gives a
more correct view of the fossil remains of
Gotland. Still, single farms seem to have been
reasonably common on the island and the
majority of villages here were probably rather
small, especially compared to the villages of
Öland.

One exception is Vallhagar, which should
be viewed as a rather large village. Mårten
Stenberger estimated, from a number of crite-
ria, the number of farms to be six or seven
(1955:1147ff).Taking into account the de-
struction by cultivation which occurred in the
western part of the island, and above all con-
sidering the number of house foundations, I

claim that the number of farms must have
been at least eight or nine. If this is correct
Vallhagar could be an equivalent of the large
Iron Age villages of Öland, which usually
include 10—14 farms.

The similarities between Vallhagar and

the Danish and Continental, more regularly
formed, Iron Age villages have earlier been
noted. In comparison with these Vallhagar i»

in fact a very large village. Several other Iron

Age villages in Gotland have a similar form
and similar characteristics, for example Vis-
nar ängar in the parish of Alskog and Solängar
in the parish of Sproge. These groupings and

structures make the settlements of Gotland
appear to have more in common with the Iron

Age villages of Jutland than with the villages
of Öland. Another apparent difference be-
tween the settlements of the two islands is that
the farms of Gotland are usually placed on the
border between infields and common (cf.
Carlsson 1979), while the farms on Öland are

most often centrally placed in the infields.
Later settlements of the Merovingian Age

and the Viking Age have been interpreted by
Majvor Östergren as solely consisting of sin-

gle farms (1989:117ff).The clusters of farms
that existed earlier, and the cooperation be-
tween them, were broken up and terminated
during this period (Ibid. ). The interpretation
is based on her documentation of the repeated
moves of the farms, and the fact that the farms
during this period were more scattered than

earlier (Ibid. ) However, this does not neces-
sarily imply that the community and cooper-
ation that existed earlier had been terminated.
The distance between the farms in a village
can, as we have seen earlier, be very great, and

differed widely in historical time.
At the end of the Viking Age and in the

early Middle Ages, however, there was a ten-

dency to form villages, the farms being more
concentrated than earlier, a phenomenon which
she describes as the "forming of a village with

a disjointed enclosure system. "(op. cit. : 219ft).
Thi s description comes close to what has been
said earlier about differences between histor-
ical unregulated villages and lron Age villag-
es in Öland. Following the definition of the
concept of "by", this settlement should also
be classified as consisting of "byar".

The historical settlements of Gotland have
been viewed as consisting ol' single farms.
The groupings of farms which in spite of this
are found on the island, and those that exist in

historical sources, have been said to be the
results of the division of farmsteads during
the Middle Ages or later and are therefore not
treated as vi l lages (Ersson 1974:219ff).This
accepted interpretation is a clear example of
including a genetic aspect in the concept of
"by", which is thus based on the inaccurate
opinion about how other, more "genuine"
villages have come into existence. This has
already been discussed earlier. In accordance
with what was stated there, these historical
groupings ol' farms should be treated as vil-

lages. Also, Majvor Östergren has convinc-

ingly shown that they did not necessarily
result from the division of farmsteads. She
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has instead been able to show that the number

of farms during the Viking Age and Middle

Ages often correspond to the number of farms

in historical times (1989:219).
There are thus no grounds for the point of

view that denies the existence of villages in

Gotland, neither regarding the Iron Age nor
historical times. Also, in opposition to what is

usually stated in the literature, there were, at
least in the middle of the Iron Age, not only
settlements of single farms and small villages
but also large, regularly shaped villages.

The Mainland:

Concerning the southern provinces there was,
as we have earlier seen, written evidence that

villages existed in the pre-Christian period.
With regard to Östergötland there is also a

large archaeological source material in the

form of a fossil agrarian landscape: systems
of enclosure walls, crop mark» and house
foundation terraces, which can be used to
illuminate conditions during the Iron Age.
This material has mainly been used by human

geographers.
Sven-Olof Lindquist, using his studies of

Halleby as a starting point, interpreted these

systems of enclosure walls as the remains of
small villages with an average of three farms

(1968:39f).Mats Widgren, on the contrary,
meant that single farm settlements had been
the sole existent settlement form in Östergöt-
land during the Iron Age, and viewed the

concentration of the settlement in Halleby as

an exception. The separate farms were, ac-
cording to Widgren, linked to each other in

large fenced associations that included four or
five farms in a village-like organisation
(Widgren 1983:70; 1984:147).Widgren has
later modified his view, now seeing the re-
mains of settlements as comparable to villag-
es of more recent periods, at least in the

functional aspect (1986:20).
Since the fossil agrarian landscape of

Östergötland lacks visible house foundations
above ground, and few excavations have been
undertaken, little is known about the appear-

ance and contents of the settlements. The few

house foundation terraces that have been reg-
istered can not be said to be representative of
all the settlements. The studies of Halleby are

the hitherto most extensive ones, and there-

fore it is not correct to view the concentration
of buildings of that settlement as an excep-
tion.

As was earlier touched upon, the fossil
systems of enclosure walls are very similar to
those in Öland. Above all this concerns the

shape of enclosures and the number of cattle
roads, and also probably the placing of the
1'arms in the areas of infields. Since the areas
occupied by systems of enclosure walls are
often of a similar size to the villages in Öland,
it is also very probable that the number of
farms in the two areas have corresponded.
The registered systems at Sarstad in the parish
of Rinna (see Widgren 1986:22, fig. 1) are in

their entire structure a complete parallel to the
enclosed areas ol' a large Iron Age village in

Öland and must be viewed as a village of
corresponding size.

Also in the western parts of Östergötland,
which are otherwise characterized by very

regularly shaped villages in historical times,
there are examples of unregulated villages
with scattered bu i ldings (Helmfrid 1962:168).

The province»»urrounding Lake
Mälaren:

When interpreting the Iron Age settlement of
the provinces surrounding Lake Maqaren as
consisting of single farms, the main source
material has been graves. Thi» interpretation
can no longer be said to be true, since more

recent studies have shown that the smaller
cemeteries are not more common than large
cemeteries in this region. On the contrary,
most cemeteries can be viewed as village
cemeteries. However, a disproportionate share

of the small cemeteries has been excavated
(Bennett 1988:145ff).The opinion about the

size of the cemeteries being related to how

long they were in use, is also incorrect. Cem-
eteries of similar size have been shown to
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have been in use between three and six centu-
ries, representing settlement» of between two
and four farms (ibid. ).

Accordingly there are no longer any ground»

for the belief that Iron Age settlement struc-
ture in these areas was one of single farms
only. Early as well as recent thorough exam-
inations of cemeteries in this region have also
clearly pointed to village populations. (Bau-
dou 1965:60;Johnsen-Welinder k Welinder
1973; Petré 1984:153; 1988:247).

AGRICULTURE AND
STOCK-RAISING

Human geographers earlier explained the ap-
pearance of villages with reference to agricul-
tural changes, a view which presupposed the
dominant position of agriculture in the econ-

omy, and also presupposed that changes of
agriculture automatically led to changes in

settlement. Recent studies and interpretations
of the introduction of the two-field system
show that the change was less drastic than

earlier thought (Carlsson 1986b), a fact that
lessens its explanatory val ue concerning chang-
es in settlement. Also, the formation ot' the

geometrically regular villages in Öland can
not be said to be related to any regular system
of fallow, since the single-field system was
dominant until the eighteenth century (Göran»-
son 1985:7l f). At present the economic role
of agriculture during the Iron Age is not »een

as important, but it i» common to stress it»

symbolic importance and it» importancc for
forms of ownership (Sporrong 1985a:193).

It can of course be called into que»tion
whether agriculture ever had a dominant posi-
tion in Iron Age economy, and archaeological
sources contradict it. This was also stated by
archaeologists (Hyenstrand 1974:32), but at

the same time the fact that stock-raising dom-

inated the economy, and not agriculture, wa»

used as an argument for the hypothe»i» that

villages did not exist during the Iron Age
(Ibid. ). However, this argument denie» the
influence of cattle raising on the shaping of
villages, and at the same time it claim» that

agriculture is a condition for the formation of
villages, which can be shown to be incorrect.
The calculations of the size of arable land in

the Iron Age, taking as a starting point re-
maining fields and systems of enclosure walls,
have shown that the fields were generally
very small (Carls»on 1979:119; Fallgren
1988:38f;Widgren 1983:72).

The fact that the economic role of stock-
raising was important is, however, totally
clear. This is confirmed in many ways by the
archaeological source material: firstly, the
number of cribs in excavated Iron Age houses
was large (Myrdal 1984:86). It can also be
proved that stock-raising had a considerable
influence on Iron Age planning and structur-

ing of settlements (Fallgren 1988:61ff;Widgren
1984:116; 1986:22f). This is also true con-
cerning historical villages. Enclosures and
cattle roads, and often the placing of the build-

ings, have been made according to the needs
of cattle-raising (Erixon 1960:225ff). Even
where an open-field system was applied, it
was a method of letting all parties rationally
use the pasture after harvesting and on fallow
ground.

The occurrence and design of the enclo-
sure wall systems in Öland were functionally
a result mainly of an intensive form of cattle-
raising (Fallgren 1988:op. cit.), in addition to
tactors of cultivation and dispositions earlier
di»cussed.

The most important thing to point out in

this context is that economic conditions have
not been of any importance in the forming of
village». However, the type of economy in-

vol ved has often influenced the appearance of
the vi l lages. There were villages already dur-

ing the Stone Age. Furthermore, man is bio-
logically a social animal (Ghiglieri 1989). In
thi» context it is interesting to note that large
irregular villages, whose populations mainly
»upported themselves by hunting and fishing,
still existed in eastern Finland during the late
Middle Ages (Saarenheimo 1981, KLNM
10:223).
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MULTICENTERED SETTLEMENTS

The human geographers' characterization of
Iron Age settlements as having more than one

centre, which later was accepted by archaeol-

ogists, is, as mentioned earlier, deeply rooted
in the sources. It has clearly been confirmed

by studies of maps of Mälardalen (Sporrong
1985a:115, 191) and is touched upon in ar-

chaeological studies (Broberg 1990;24f, and

other literature therein quoted). However, the

interpretation of this phase as being dominat-

ed by single farms is, as shown above, quite
incorrect. The existence of more than one
centre is of course characteristic of all the

fossil remains of settlements treated alone:
settlements of Öland, Gotland and Östergöt-
land which have been shown to have been

mainly village settlements. Also, the division

of farmsteads into several groups of farms
was typical of the unregulated historical vil-

lages in Sweden. Before the regulation of lots

the farms were often scattered over the area of
infields.

The existence of more than one centre,
which can be traced through studies of old

maps or which is shown by archaeological
investigation, is a remnant of past groupings
of the villages. In the provincial law this fact
was also more or less evident in the para-

graphs concerning the regulation of lots. In

Mälardalen there are also several areas with

fossil systems of enclosure walls and house
foundation terraces, similar to, for example,
the ones in Östergötland. There had also ex-
isted unregulated villages in this region, e.g.
Gamla Uppsala by (Ramqvist 1986:254), and

the villages of the region have in many cases
been regulated during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries (Göransson 1980:82;
1985:75f).

This case can also prove valid for Skåne,
where it has been revealed that the number of
Merovingian and Viking settlements are of-
ten twice that of the historic villages of the

area. The settlements are assumed to have

consisted of small, middle-sized or large groups
before the occurrence of the medieval villages

(Callmer 1986:167ff;Stjernquist 1981:17ff).
The large number of earlier settlements in the

villages can thus, in accordance with what is

stated above, be interpreted as the remains of
scattered farms or groups of farms that existed
before the medieval regulations changed the

structure of the vi l lages. The existence of Iron

Age villages in the area has been confirmed

by the studies in Fosie (Björhem k Säfvestad
1982:154).

Also in the southern part of Norrland,
where house foundation terraces are the only
visible signs of Iron Age settlements, there

are indications of similar conditions. In Häls-

ingland, where most terraces have been found,

the settlements have also been viewed as sin-

gle farms (Liedgren 1984:94). The distance
between separate terraces/farms has been de-

c isi ve for the interpretation (Ibid, ).Since there

are no fossil systems of enclosure walls in

these areas it i» of course difficult to link the

larms to each other. However, as we have

seen, the distance between the farmsteads in a

village can be considerable. Furthermore, it is

not possible to state that the terraces corre-

spond to the entire original settlement area,
see below. The den sest concentration of house
foundation terraces in Hälsingland is situated

near Lake Bäling (see Liedgren op. cit. : fig19)
where 10 farms have been registered. From
what has been said about the fossil villages of
Öland this area probably contains the remains
of a village. Several of the villages in Hälsing-
land had very scattered buildings in historical
times (Erixon 1960:249).

ABOUT THE PROBLEMS OF
REPRESENTATION AND SOURCES
CONCERNING SETTLEMENT
ARCHAEOLOGY

It is very likely, in my opinion, that the settle-

ments of the Swedish mainland had a similar
structure of Iron Age villages as on Öland.
This is indicated, among other things, by the

lossil systems of enclosure walls in Östergöt-
land and the provinces around Mälaren, and
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also by the»patial distribution of house foun-
dation terraces in Hälsingland. It is also con-
firmed by the existence of more than one
centre that can be proved to have preceded the
regulated villages, and furthermore by the
references in the provincial laws to the earlier
structures of villages. The spread of the un-

regulated villages in historical times, from
Blekinge in the south to Norrbotten in the
north, further support this hypothesi» (see
Erixon 1960).

The main reasons that so few Iron Age
vi l lages have been found through archaeolog-
ical investigations on the mainland is, in my
opinion, precisely the scattered structure that
was probably typical of these vi l lages. In spite
of the large excavations motivated by land

development in recent years, it is (unlike in

Jutland, Denmark) very difficult to archaeo-
logically distinguish and define these villag-
es, the distance between the northernmo»t and
southernmost farmstead in the same village
being a kilometer or more, and the di»tance
between each farm 100-200 meters or more.

Another problem of archaeological sourc-
es are the house foundation terraces, particu-
larly when they are the sole visible remains of
a settlement, as they are in the fossil enclosure
walls systems of Östergötland, Mälardalen,
Hälsingland and other parts of southern Norr-
land. It ha» often been assumed that these
registered remains formed the entire or main

part of the»ettlements of a larger area. It has
al»o been common to compare house founda-
tion terrace» to a certain phase of the lron Age.
But terraces are only arranged when a house is
built on a»lope. No other possible buildings
can be discovered before an archaeological
excavation has taken place.

The villages of Öland which were treated
earlier are excellent and illuminating exam-
ples of this phenomenon. In Rosendal, where
14 house loundations were built, two of them
were built on terraces, linked to each other by
a third. If there had been no stone fence», or i f
the walls ol' the houses had not been built of
stone, only two houses of fourteen would
have been discovered. The conditions in

Skäftekärr are similar: only one of the build-

ings in the central farmstead was built on a

terrace.
Thus house foundation terraces tell only

about a limited sphere of a farm or village.
Terraces should therefore not be allowed to
represent a given settlement, neither in a local
perspective nor in a regional or even larger
perspecti ve.

A SHORT NOTE ON THE
SETTLEMENTS AND AGRARIAN
LANDSCAPE IN THE LATE IRON
AGE

One of the reasons that settlement archaeolo-
gists have difficulty in linking Iron Age set-
tlements to historical settlement», is that all

the above-described fossil enclosure wall sys-
tems are generally assigned to the early Iron

Age (Carlsson 1979; 1986a:29f; Sporrong
1985a:193;Widgren 1983:116f).The agrari-
an landscape of the late Iron Age is therefore
considered to be unknown, a phenomenom
normally explained by a transition to building
fences of wood (Ibid. ). No matter how one
view» using C14-datings on stone fences, there
are al»o C14-dating» which assign stone fenc-
es to the late Iron Age or even later period»
(see Sporrong op. cit. :163).There is no reason
whatsoever to believe that stone fences were
not used or built alter the early Iron Age, or
that wood fence» were not used during the

Iron Age. In those places in Rosendal, fig. I,
where the stone fences end abruptly, it cannot
be explained by destruction by cultivation or
other later destruction, rather that these enclo-
sures must have continued in the form of
wooden fences. Thi» phenomenom can still be
studied today in the villages of northern Öland,
where different building materials succeed
each other in one enclosure, just as they did

during older period». Linné's de»cription of
eighteenth century enclosures on southern
Öland shows several variations and combina-
tions in building materials and methods: stone
walls, bushes and»prigs were u»ed (Linné
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l74!:54).That the use of wood or stone in

enclosure walls is related to a specific period
is thus quite incorrect.

As we have seen, there are no considerable
structural or morphological differences be-
tween villages of the early Iron Age and the

unregulated seventeenth century villages of
northern Öland. Thus, the villages and the

agrarian landscape in Öland could not have

been very different during the Viking Age or
the early medieval period, even though we do
not know how the farms actually looked dur-

ing this period.

CONCLU S ION.

The village in itself has probably always ex-
isted. The structures of vil lages have however
varied considerably, depending on many fac-
tors such as local conditions and historical
situations. Village settlements have in my

opinion been the normal form of settlement

during the Iron Age. Naturally there were also
single farms during the periods discussed, and

they were common in some parts of the coun-

try at least during brief periods. However,
even if the number of single farms in a given
area exceeded the number of villages in the

same area for a shorter or longer period of
time, it is my conviction that the majority of
the people in this area lived as neighbours in

a village.

Translated by Ylva Hasselberg.
English revised by Laura Wrang.

AB 8REVATIONS

UL
VmL
V0L
ÖDL

B
KLNM

Upplandslagen
Västmannalagen
Västgötalagen
Östgötalagen
Byggningabalken/Byalagsbalken
Kulturhistoriskt Lexikon för Nord-

isk Medeltid.

Irregular villages with scattered farms, the

fields being separate and enclosed, seem from
what has been stated here to have been com-
mon in this country during the Iron Age.
However, it is also possible that more regular
and concentrated villages existed in some
parts of the country. When, and if, the villages
were regulated during the Middle Ages or
later, farms were moved to a common geo-
metrically formed lot, where the fields were
mixed in an open common area of infields.
This structure and inner organisation was kept
until the enclosure movement of the eight-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, when the com-
mon collective of the village was finally dis-
solved. Where thi» dissolution was conse-
quently carried through, the landed property
was spatially distributed in a way that strong-

ly reminds us of Iron Age conditions!
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